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(John-Wiener, Ernst— Ruin  Sites in Turkistan.   Ama, XLI,
pp. 102-106, 2 plates.	C1637
Describes some sites in Turkistan now in ruins*
Bay, Florence E.~ The Islamic Finds at Tarsus.   Asia, XLI,
,pp, 143-146, 2 plates.	[1638
Tells -of Tarsus under  the  Muslims,  particularly  from  the  Arab
conquest in the 7th century to the  return  of 'the Byzantines in the
10th.
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Sarnani.   (Russian text),    TOSHM. II, pp. 165-176.   "[1639
- A  Terra-cotfca  Figurine  of   Zahak,   (Russian  text).
TOBSM. IH, ;pp. 195-208.	[1640
Collating the Vedic, Avestan, and Sasanian sources, she comes to
the conclusion that originally Zohak (Azhi Dahaka), Arabicised into
Dzihhak, was a parallel of the vishapas of Transcausasia, who were
the deities of fertility and water, developments of the ancient totems
of -fish or snake. Originally connected with Yima, he was portrayed
as a three^headed deity ; later on, when turned by myth into a diabo-
lical Arab prince, he received two snakes growing from his shoulders
as substitutes for the additional heads.
Eield, Henry, and Trostov, Eugene — Excavations in Uzbekis-
tan.   Asia. LXI, pp. 243-244.	.	11641
Th« second Uzbek expedition, organised by the Uzbekistan Committee
for the preservation and study of monuments of material culture  in
Tashkent and the Institute for  the History  of  Material  Culture  in
Leningrad,  during 1940, -continued the  excavations  of  tumuli  near
.Kaunchi-Xepe.
r, H.— ^Ohase and  flight  with   Animals   in   Art  of
Western Asia .(Russian text).    TOSHM, III, pp. 41-70.
[1642
Srigorieff, G.— The Expedition of Tali Barzu (Russian text).
TOSHM, II, pp. 87-104.	[1643
The Tali Barzu, together with the original site of Samarqand »itself
are apparently the oldest inhabited,places>in,Soghd, as excavations prove.
These were started in 1936, and continued in subsequent years.
'"The earliest traces of habitaiion ane .found by a square enclosure,
built on the basic .rock. -It yielded scmre interesting archaic 'figuuines,
shards, etc. The second, .Acheraeniah layer, contains more traces of
habitations.; the ;th«rd .Hsllenistic . period ^apparently ^-witnessed considera-
te tevival ; its :yield Includes a fair -auraier of statuettes of cleajly

